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WEI
irst name:

TINGLING
lode:
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late of birth:
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llace of birth:

Guangxi, CHN.
rederation:

NZL
rederation where the event took place:
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t{ame of event:

NORTH ISLAND CHAMPIONSHIP 2017 (158959)
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Swiss
rlumber of players:

46

tlumber of FIDE rated players:

39
tlumber of rounds:

I
t{umber of Federations represented:

3

FIDE Arbiter Norm Report Form FA1

Confidential Report (Comments of Chief Arbiter)

These should refer to the Arbiter's knowledge of the Laws, the Pairing Rules used and other
regulations. Also hisArer objectivity, ability to cope with any incidents that arose and consideration
for the protection of players from disturbance and distraction.

Tingling Wei ran an excellent tournament She demonstrated a thorough knowledge of the _
FIDE Laws of Chess, swiss pairing rules and other regulations. She is objective and is able to

anticipate and cope_with all incidents. Her high level of technical skills enabled her to officiate

Recommendation: (Delete one of the following statements).
The Arbiter's performance
(1) was of the required standard for a FIDE Arbiter.

imore+xeerienee

Name:

Position:

IAKeongANG (4303660)

Chief Arbiter Federation: NZL

Name of Authenticating Federation official:

Dr. Helen Milligan

Secretary,

New Zealand Chess Federation.

Signature:

Date:

Signature:

Date:

The organizer is responsible for providing the above certificate to each Arbiter who in the opinion of the Chief Arbiter has qualified

for a FIDE Arbiter norm and who requests it before the end of the tournament. If the certificate is for the Chief Arbiter it should be

based on the judgment of a previously authorized official who should be an International Arbiter.

When applying for the FA title, the applicant's federation must attach to this form the Toumament Report form (IT3) and a copy of
any appeals decisions.

at all times. The tournament ran

22"d July 2017

22"d Jvly 2017


